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Perfusionn enhancement 

CHAPTERR 3. 

Lackk of perfusion enhancement after administration of 
Nicotinamidee and carbogen in patients with 
glioblastoma.. A 99mTC-HMPAO Spect Study. 

MCCMM Hulshof, CJ Rehmann, J Booij, EA van Royen, 
DAA Bosch, D Gonzalez Gonzalez 

Radiotherapyy and Oncology 54: 143-148; 1998 

Abstract t 
Background:Background: Nicotinamide (NAM) and carbogen both have shown to enhance the 
radiationn effect in rodent tumor models and are currently be tested in clinical trials. 
Thesee agents have demonstrated to act against hypoxia and one of their underlying 
mechanismss could be an increase of tumor blood perfusion. 
Purpose:Purpose: To analyze the effect of both agents on normal brain perfusion and tumor 
perfusionn in patients with glioblastoma. 
MaterialMaterial en Methods: Nineteen patients with glioblastoma were studied with 
99nTc-HMPAOO SPECT before and after administration of carbogen and/or NAM. 
Anotherr six patients were studied with the same procedure but without any flow 
modulatorr and were used as controls. 
Results:Results: Although the variations between patients were large, no significant 
enhancementt in mean tumor and normal brain perfusion could be demonstrated 
withh NAM or carbogen compared to the control patients. Also no consistent 
changess in the mean perfusion ratio between tumor and surrounding normal brain 
weree found, suggesting an absence of a selective perfusion effect. 
Conclusions:Conclusions: No significant influence of carbogen and/or NAM on tumor perfusion 
andd normal brain perfusion could be detected with SPECT in patients with 
glioblastoma. . 
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Introduction n 
Thee poor treatment results of patients with a glioblastoma multiforme, necessitate 
thee search for new treatment modalities. Despite high dose radiotherapy, even after 
ann interstitial boost dose, the main cause of failure is a local, in-field recurrence 
[45,53].. Hypoxia, a result of insufficient blood perfusion, is often discussed as one 
off  the factors responsible for the radioresistance. A strong relationship between 
tumorr oxygenation and local control after radiotherapy was demonstrated in 
patientss with squamous cell carcinomas of head and neck and cervix uteri 
[8,14,35].. Zones of low oxygen pressure have been identified in malignant gliomas 
[23,39]]  as well as statistically different perfusion values in the tumor and 
oedematouss area compared to the contralateral normal brain [50]. So far no study 
hass demonstrated the role of that hypoxia plays in radiation response of brain 
tumors.. Laboratory data showed promising radiation enhancement with the use of 
nicotinamidee (NAM) and/or carbogen (95% oxygen and 5% carbon dioxide) 
[16,40,43].. Maximum enhancement was achieved when the agents are used in 
combination.. Both agents are thought to improve tumor oxygenation and thus 
enhancingg of the radiation effect. NAM is a vitamin B3 derivative with peak blood 
concentrationss within 0.5 to 2 hours after oral administration [20,47]. It appears to 
decreasee the intermittent tumor vessel constriction and therefore to induce a more 
homogeneouss flow [3,16,17]. Carbogen decreases hypoxia mainly by increasing 
thee amount of dissolved oxygen in the plasma, with the C02 component causing 
respiratoryy stimulation and a shift of the oxygen dissociation curve [42]. A recent 
studyy on NAM in humans, however, failed to show a consistent increase in tumor 
oxygenationn [29]. It is unclear whether their technique was not sensitive enough to 
measuree changes in oxygenation or that NAM induced radiation enhancement is 
explainedd by other pathways. Data on perfusion measurements in human tumors 
afterr NAM are not available in the literature. Also the effect of carbogen on 
peripherall  bloodflow is conflicting. On the one hand the exposure to high oxygen 
concentrationss can trigger compensatory vasoconstriction [1] but on the other hand 
thee direct effect of CO2 is peripheral vasodilatation. Whereas an experimental study 
inn a mouse model suggested an increase of tumor blood flow [15], Another study in 
humann did not show change in tumor perfusion following administration of 
carbogenn [38]. 
99mTc-HMPAOO is a tracer widely used for Single Photon Emission Computed 
tomographyy (SPECT) study of cerebral bloodflow and uptake in humans [5,9,33]. 
Thee magnitude of uptake of  99mTc-HMPAO in brain tumors correlates well with the 
levell  of regional cerebral bloodflow as measured by PET [27]. 
Inn 1993 the EORTC started a phase I-II study on ARCON (Accelerated 
Radiotherapyy with Carbogen and NAM) in patients with glioblastoma. 
Concurrentlyy we started a study to measure changes in cerebral blood perfusion of 
glioblastomaa patients, in both tumor and normal brain tissue, after administration 
off  NAM and carbogen. 
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Materiall and Methods 
Patients Patients 
Betweenn January 1993 and April 1996 twenty-eight patients with histologically 
provenn high grade gliomas and referred for postoperative radiotherapy gave 
informedd consent for this study. One patient was scanned before the operation, 9 
patientss after biopsy only, 9 patients after partial resection or internal 
decompression,, and 9 patients after gross total resection. Twenty-three patients had 
aa glioblastoma multiforme. Five patients were histologically diagnosed as a grade 
II II  astrocytoma, but all these five patients had a biopsy only and had the 
radiologicall  and clinical appearance of a glioblastoma. The acquisition of three 
scanss failed: one patient refused the second scan, one patient showed a leakage of 
technetiumm into the cerebral fluid and in the third patient there was probably a 
dissociationn between the HMPAO and the technetium. Therefore twenty-five 
patientss were evaluable for measurement of perfusion enhancement. All patients 
hadd a pre-irradiation planning CT-scan with contrast. 
ImagingImaging procedure 
Forr SPECT scanning a brain dedicated camera, the Strichman Medical Equipment 
811 OX tomographic system, was used. This multi detector camera contains 12 high-
resolutionn focusing collimators, arranged in six pairs opposite to each other. The 
transaxiall  resolution of this camera is 7.6 mm full width at half-maximum of a line 
sourcee in air, while the axial resolution is 13.5 mm. Data acquisition took place in a 
128x1288 matrix. Images were reconstructed in the highest resolution mode with 
onee iteration according to the manufacturer's protocol package. The study was 
executedd with use of the ligand HMPAO (hexamethylpropyleneamine oxime) 
labeledd with ""Technetium. HMPAO is a non-toxic lipophilic agent with an 
almostt complete uptake during the first passage in the grey matter. Its residence 
timee in the brain is long enough to enable SPECT studies [5,9,28]. 
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Fig.. 1. SPECT scan of a patient with a glioblastoma in the left frontal lobe with 
somee extension over the midline. Typical ROI of the tumour and normal brain 
tissuee are indicated. There is an inceased uptake of HMPAO in the tumour area and 
decreasedd uptake in the edema zone. Coldspots are indicating the ventricles. 
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Thee procedure started with an injection of 250 MBq "Tc-HMPAO followed after 
44 minutes by scanning of the brain (baseline scan). The interslice distance was one 
centimeterr and scanning time was 3 minutes per slice. The position of the head was 
markedd with ink in order to obtain a reproducible position of the head during the 
secondd scan. A second scan was performed in the same session after administration 
off  either NAM or carbogen. NAM was administered as liquid form of 6 gram at 
leastt 1,5 hour after a breakfast or small lunch. Carbogen was administered by 
breathingg through a diving mask for a period of eight minutes. A second dose of 
5000 MBq 99mTc-HMPAO was injected one hour after administration of the NAM 
orr after 4 minutes of carbogen breathing. Again, 4 minutes after this injection, a 
secondd SPECT (activated scan) was performed with the patient in the same 
position.. Before each injection the HMPAO/technetium labeling index (percentage 
off  technetium labeled with HMPAO) was checked. The time of injection and start 
off  scanning were recorded for both scans. The total time to acquire the first en 
secondd scan was about 45 and 25 minutes respectively. 
Analysis Analysis 
Bothh scans of one patient were matched to each other in all planes using the 3D 
matchingg software of the Strichman package. Two regions of interest (ROFs) were 
drawnn on each scan, representing the tumor area (contrast enhancing area plus 
edemaa zone) and normal brain area (fig. 1). These ROI's were reconstructed from 
thee planning CT-scan and were determined for each slide separately. After 
reconstructionn of the image, mean counts in the tumor area and in the normal brain 
areaa were calculated in at least three consecutive slices at tumor level. The 
measuredd concentration of radioactivity was expressed as Strichman Medical Units 
(SMUs;; 1 SMU = 100 Bq/ml as specified by Strichman Medical Equipment Inc). 
Thee perfusion in both scans was calculated by the mean radioactivity of the three 
slicess after correction for injected dose, decay and labelingsindex. The perfusion 
enhancementt of the second study was expressed as an absolute enhancement 
comparedd to the baseline study as well as a relative enhancement. The following 
calculationn was used; 

act1 1 

perfusionn first scan (P1) = 
D 'x l i 1 1 

act22 - (act1 x dcf) 
perfusionn second scan (P2) = 

D2xl i 2 2 

absolutee perfusion enhancement = P2 - P1 

P2 2 

relativee perfusion enhancement = % 
P' ' 
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act11 = measured activity first scan; act2 = measured activity second scan; li1 = 
labelingg index first dose; li" = labeling index second dose; D1 = injected dose first 
scan;; D2 = injected dose second scan; dcf = decay correction factor 
Itt could be that some inaccuracies in set-up, that occur between the baseline scan 
andd the second scan (tumor delineation, time interval, labeling index e.g.) confound 
thee final results. This problem can be overcome by calculating the ratio between 
tumorr area and normal brain area in the baseline scan and subtract this from the 
tumor/brainn ratio of the activated scan. This comparison only gives information 
aboutt a selective perfusion enhancement in the tumor area compared to the normal 
tissuee area. Another advantage of comparing these tumor/brain ratios is that 
possiblee recruitment or leakage of HMPAO during the interval between first and 
secondd scan does not influence the results when assuming that these phenomena 
wil ll  occur at the same extend in both tissue types. 
Dataa analyses were performed with the one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). 
ANOVAA assumes that the data come from populations with equal standard 
deviationss (SD). This assumption was tested with the Bartlett's test for 
homogeneityy of variances. 
Sixx patient were activated with NAM, six patients with carbogen, seven with a 
combinationn of carbogen and NAM and six patients were used as controls. This 
latterr group followed the same procedure with a baseline scan and a second scan 
underr normal conditions. Their values after subtraction should be zero in the ideal 
treatmentt set-up. Al l enhancement results were related to these control studies. 

Results s 
Theree were 25 patients with glioblastoma evaluable for analyzing NAM or 
carbogenn induced perfusion changes. Al l tumors showed contrast enhancing on the 
pree operative CT-scan. In 5 patients there was no contrast enhancement present 
anymoree on the post operative planning CT-scan, all of them after total or nearly 
totall  resection of the tumor. In 17 of the 25 baseline SPECT scans there was no 
increasedd uptake of HMPAO in the tumor area, including the 5 patients with no 
residuall  tumor on CT-scan. In 8 patients there was clear increase of HMPAO-
uptakee in the tumor area. 
Ann overview of the relative perfusion enhancements in the tumor tissue and in the 
normall  brain tissue expressed as a percentage of the baseline study, are given in 
tablee 1. ANOVA revealed no statistically significant difference between the four 
groupss for either normal brain perfusion (p=0.93) or perfusion in the tumor area 
(p=0.99).. Power analysis of this non-significance (on a two tailed base hypothesis) 
showedd a value less than 5% for the tumor area and less than 15% for the normal 
tissuee area for both NAM, carbogen and the combination in comparison with the 
controll  group. 
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Tablee 1. Relative perfusion enhancement in tumor and normal tissue after activation with carbogen 
and/orr NAM expressed as a percentage of the baseline value 

Activation n Tumor r 
Perfusionn (%) 

normal l 
brain n 
perfusionn (%) 

Dexamethasonn dose (mg) 

Controlss no.1 
no.2 2 
no.3 3 
no.4 4 
no.. 5 
no.6 6 

Meann controls 
NAMM no.1 

no.2 2 
no.3 3 
no.4 4 
no.5 5 
no.6 6 

Meann NAM 
Carbogenn no.1 

no.2 2 
no.3 3 
no.4 4 
no.5 5 

""  no.6 
meann carbogen 
Combinationn no.1 

no.2 2 
no.3 3 
no.4 4 
no.5 5 
no.6 6 

no.7 7 

mean n 
combination n 

-2 2 
9 9 
17 7 
14 4 
-2 2 
4 4 
6.7 7 
37 7 
4 4 
-11 1 
2 2 
9 9 
8 8 

(SD8) ) 

8.22 (SD 15.8) 
3 3 
11 1 
3 3 
-1 1 
24 4 
7 7 
7.88 (SD 8.9) 
37 7 
24 4 
-5 5 
-19 9 
2 2 
-5 5 
13 3 

6.77 (SD 19.2) 

0 0 
5 5 
11 1 
16 6 
1 1 
9 9 
7.00 (SD 6.2) 
43 3 
-4 4 
-3 3 
-7 7 
-1 1 
-10 0 
33 (SD 19.8) 
-9 9 
9 9 
1 1 
0 0 
16 6 
3 3 
3.33 (SD 8.5) 
26 6 
13 3 
-6 6 
-10 0 
-9 9 
-8 8 
10 0 

2.33 (SD 14.1) 

11 -5 
>10 0 
>10 0 
>10 0 
0 0 
6-10 0 

>10 0 
>10 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
6-10 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1-5 5 
>10 0 

6-10 0 
>> 10 
1 - 5 5 
0 0 
11 - 5 
11 - 5 
>10 0 
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Thee dose of corticosteroids given to the patients was positively correlated with an 
increasee of HMPAO-uptake in the second scan (ANOVA). This correlation was 
foundd for all groups including the control group. For steroid doses of 0 mg (n=9), 
1-55 mg (n=5), 6-10 mg (n=3) and >10 mg (n=8) the measured relative HMPAO 
uptakee in the second scan was -0.5%, 4.8%, 16.3% and 15.6% resp. for tumor 
tissue,, and -2.1%, -1.4%, 8.3% and 12.5% respectively for normal brain tissue. 
AA summary of the mean calculated absolute enhancement data (data first scan 
subtractedd from the second scan) in the tumor tissue for the four groups, is shown 
inn Table 2. Analysis according to ANOVA did not reveal any significant difference 
onn tumor perfusion between the groups (p=0.89). The same calculation was made 
forr the absolute data of the normal tissue area. Again no significant perfusion 
enhancementt was detected (p=0.72). Changes of the tumor/normal-brain ratio 
betweenn baseline scan and second scan is shown in the last column. The mean of 
thee control group showed the lowest value. After activation with either agent the 
meann tumor/normal brain ratio increased. NAM showed the largest increase in 
tumor/brainn ratio but also showed the largest standard deviation. No significance 
wass demonstrated between the controls and activated scans however (p=0.45). The 
samee comparison was made for only those baseline scans that showed initially 
increasedd uptake of HMPAO in the tumor area (n = 8). There were two patients in 
thee control study that showed a clear increased uptake in the tumor area and 4 
patientss in the studies after NAM. For both the carbogen and the combination 
group,, only one patient had an initially increased tumor uptake of HMPAO and 
weree not taken in account. For this selected group of patients the mean increase in 
tumor/brainn ratio after NAM compared to the controls was 0.0739 (from 0.0199 to 
0.0938,, SD was 0.0533 and 0.0959, respectively.). The two-tailed P-value 
consideredd this difference not significant however (p=0.38). 
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Tablee 2. Absolute changes in mean perfusion of tumor tissue, normal brain tissue and tumor/normal-
brainn perfusion ratio's after administration of NAM, carbogen or their combination 

activationn No mean change in normal mean change in tumor change in 
brainn perfusion in SMUs perfusion in SMUs (S.D) tumor/ brain 
(S.D.)) ratio's (S.D.) 

00 (controls) 6 0.017(0.021) 0.021(0.017) -0.005(0.042) 

NAMM 6 0.020 (0.033) 0.003(0.044) 0.056(0.093) 

carbogenn 6 0.026(0.034) 0.017(0.033) 0.038(0.041) 

Combinationn 7 0.010 (0.048) 0.003(0.039) 0.031(0.07) 
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Discussion n 
Thee purpose of this study was to analyze the effect of either carbogen breathing, 
NAMM administration or their combination on brain perfusion in patients with 
glioblastoma.. Perfusion was measured with 99mTc-HMPAO SPECT. No significant 
enhancementt of mean perfusion could be detected in either tumor tissue or normal 
brainn tissue by each of the agents compared to the controls.The power of this non-
significancee was low however, mainly caused by the relatively low number of 
patientss and the large standard deviations. This lack of significant perfusion 
enhancementt can be explained by three reasons: 1) There is no enhancement on 
brainn perfusion by either agent 2) the enhancement is too small to be detected by 
thiss method and 3) The effect on perfusion varies between patients and tumors. 
99mTc-HMPAOO is a widely used SPECT tracer for the study of cerebral blood 
perfusionn and compares well with Xenon enhanced CT-scanning [5,9,12,27,33]. 
HMPAO-SPECTT measurements are indicative for perfusion and not directly for 
flow.. Unfortunately, the use of the term's perfusion and flow is confusing in 
literature.. Flow in the strict sense is the amount of fluid that passes a vessel section 
perr time unit (ml/cm2/sec) whilst perfusion is the amount of fluid that passes a 
volumee unit (ml/cm3/sec). Perfusion is the result of an interaction between blood 
flow,, blood pressure, and vascular tone and blood viscosity. Generally there is a 
directt relation between flow and perfusion, because perfusion increases when flow 
increasess under the condition that the vessel volume does not change. However, 
whenn vasoconstriction occurs and blood pressure remains unchanged, flow will 
probablyy increase with unchanged perfusion. The opposite can occur when there is 
recruitmentt of capillaries (opening of closed vessels), i.e. unchanged flow and 
increasedd perfusion. In our opinion the term tissue perfusion is better related with 
tissuee oxygenation than the term flow. 
Cerebrall  blood perfusion in and around malignant gliomas was studied by Toglia et 
all  in 27 patients with Xenon computed tomography [50]. He found a consistent 
hypoperfusionn in the tumor plus edema region compared to the contra lateral 
hemisphere.. This was also reported by Groshar using HMPAO [12]. Other 
variabless than tumor volume such as age, sex, lobe involvement, Karnofsky status 
andd involved hemisphere were not found to be significantly correlated with 
bloodflow.. A decreased perfusion in the tumor area compared to the contra lateral 
cortexx in the majority of patients was also found by Langen et al. [27] employing 
Ci5022 PET [27]. In their study there was a significant correlation of tumor-to-
cortexx ratio between SPECT and PET, indicating that SPECT is able to trace 
regionall  cerebral bloodflow in brain tumors. HMPAO uptake in high grade gliomas 
variess widely however [5,12,44]. This variety was also encountered in the present 
study.. The exact mechanism of HMPAO uptake and retention in brain tumors is 
nott known but it has been demonstrated that the glutathione concentration in brain 
tumorss varies and is significantly associated with the HMPAO uptake [34,48]. It is 
likelyy that the HMPAO distribution in a tumor area is both dependent on cerebral 
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bloodfloww and glutathione concentration. Since in the present study no quantitative 
measurementss of perfusion were performed but only relative measurements, using 
thee baseline scan of the patient as reference, results of our study can not be 
explainedd by heterogeneity in bloodflow or HMPAO uptake. 
Itt is generally accepted that the lipophilic HMPAO complex crosses the blood 
brainn barrier and then converts into a hydrophilic compound that cannot leave the 
brain.. There is no relevant redistribution over a period sufficient for data 
acquisitionn [5]. Langen and co-workers however, described 3 brain scans of 
patientss with malignant gliomas that were performed two hours after injection [28]. 
AA considerable decrease in uptake was observed, explained by a damaged blood 
brainn barrier in the tumor, which could result in leakage of the hydrophilic 
complex.. In the present study we did not assume any loss of activity of the first 
dosee except for decay, when calculating the perfusion of the second scan. The 
intervall  between the scans varied between one hour (carbogen) and two hours 
(NAM) .. This could lead to underestimation of the perfusion in the second scan in 
casee of leakage. This phenomenon of leakage would only have a minor influence 
onn our results because the enhancements of the activated scans were correlated 
withh the control scans that followed the same procedure. 
Ann unexpected finding in this study was a positive relation between the dose of 
corticosteroidss and an increase of HMPAO-uptake in the second scan compared to 
thee baseline scan for all study groups. It is unlikely that corticosteroids sensitizes 
thee vessels for NAM and carbogen effects because the positive relation between the 
dosee of corticosteroids and increase of HMPAO-uptake was also seen in the control 
studies.. A possible explanation is that corticosteroids have some influence on 
recruitmentt of HMPAO, but no data in the literature are available on that issue to 
ourr knowledge. 
Itt is generally accepted that the main radiosensitizing effect of carbogen is 
increasedd tumor oxygenation by an increase of Pa02 (oxygen effect). Secondary 
oxygenationn effects are caused by a shift in the hemoglobin dissociation curve, a 
stimulationn of the pulmonary ventilation and tachycardia (effects of CO2) [40]. The 
effectt on bloodflow in both normal tissue and tumor tissue remains doubtful. Some 
authorss mentioned that carbogen breathing had a positive effect on bloodflow by 
counteractingg oxygen induced vasoconstriction [26,40] or by an increase in arterial 
bloodd pressure [49]. In a study by Gobel on the effect of hypercapnia (6.3-8.3% 
C022 breathing) in rat brain he found a significant and linear increase of cerebral 
bloodfloww without any increase of density of perfused capillaries [10]. Also in a 
recentt perfusion study of Honess et al. using 8 Rb in a rodent tumor model it was 
suggestedd that carbogen induces an important increase in tumor blood flow [15]. 
Thesee findings fit well with the observation that C02 inhalation leads to a 
shorteningg of the mean transit time of blood in the brain and a more homogeneous 
perfusionn [24,51]. However, no change in tumor blood flow measured by the 
86RbCll  extraction technique was found for the C3H mammary carcinoma in 
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responsee to carbogen [11]. Others even found severe vasoconstriction [2]. Brizel 
explainedd this controversy by assuming that the direct effect of C02 on the 
vasculaturee is vasodilatation but this effect is compensated by indirect sympathetic 
effectss at brainstem level resulting in a vasoconstriction and a decrease in flow [2]. 
Unfortunatelyy the use of the terms flow and perfusion are confusing in these study. 
Inn the present study we could not detect any significant influence of carbogen 
breathingg on tumor and normal brain perfusion in patients with malignant gliomas. 
Althoughh there was a small trend toward increased perfusion, the variations 
betweenn the patients in our study were too large to reach significance. These 
findingss correlate well with a very recent human study, using laser Doppler 
flowmetryy during carbogen breathing in patients with advanced malignant disease 
[38].. They showed that overall perfusion of human tumors remains essentially 
unchangedd during carbogen breathing, although individually variations occur. In 
ourr opinion, it is likely that carbogen inhalation does not lead to vasodilatation, but 
too an increase of arterial blood pressure resulting in a more homogeneous and 
increasedd perfusion in both rodent brain tissue and experimental brain tumors. 
However,, changes are small, and so far there is not a detectable overall effect in 
humann studies. 

NAMM has a clear radiation enhancing effect in murine tumors. Enhancement ratios 
off  1.2-1.7 are described in tumors [19,43] and of 1.0-1.26 in normal tissues [19,41], 
Itt has been described that NAM increases radiosenzitivity by improving 
oxygenationn [7] and increasing uniformity in tumor blood perfusion [13,16], but 
littl ee is known about the underlying mechanism of this effect. It is known that 
transientt micro regional vasoconstriction does occur in rodent tumors [52] and 
NAMM can inhibit this phenomenon [3,16,17]. In the present study NAM did not 
showw a consistent increase of mean perfusion over the tumor area. Since assumed 
perfusionn effects are occurring at the microregional level and only affect a small 
percentagee of vessels, it is possible this technique was not sensitive enough. NAM 
cann also have a reducing effect on mean arterial blood pressure and on tumor 
interstitiall  fluid pressure in rodents [21,25,30]. In humans however, no changes in 
systolicc and diastolic pressure were seen in healthy volunteers after administration 
off  3 and 6 gram NAM [18,47] which was consistent with a lack in blood pressure 
dropp in mice at doses less than 200 mg/kg. Horsman suggested that decreases in 
bloodpressuree was not necessary for radiosensitization since radiation enhancement 
inn a mouse tumor was independent of drug dose varying from 100-1000 mg/kg. [18] 
Dosess of 100-200 mg/kg i.p. in mice are known to be equivalent to 6 g orally in 
mann in terms of mean plasmaconcentration [18,20] but larger interpatient 
variationss in absolute peak concentrations were seen in man [22]. Laurence and co-
workerss measured tumor p02 levels in patients at presumed peak plasma level after 
66 gram of NAM. Only two out of 12 patients showed significant rises in median 
tumorr p02 [29]. In contrast, after carbogen breathing nine out of ten patients 
showedd significant increases in tumor p02 Even in rodent tumor models NAM has 
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beenn shown to exert contradictory effects on tumor perfusion and p02 levels 
[21,25].. The effect of NAM on pC>2 levels in rodents was also depending on tumor 
sizee [31] and site within the tumor [7,13]. 
Soo far no randomized trials have been published on the clinical effectiveness of 
ARCON.. Two phase II studies have been published with conventional radiotherapy 
combinedd with carbogen and NAM in patients with malignant gliomas. Both did 
nott show any survival advantage compared to historical controls [32,37]. The same 
conclusionn came from a group of 36 patients with glioblastoma treated with the 
ARCONN schedule [6]. In contrast to head and neck tumors however, it has not been 
demonstratedd that hypoxia plays an important role in the radioresistance of 
malignantt gliomas. So even when NAM or carbogen would have an influence on 
perfusionn of brain tumors, too small to be detected by our method, this could 
explainn the lack of any clinical benefit of these agents in glioma patients. The 
clinicall  results of NAM and carbogen in head and neck tumors are therefore more 
interesting.. Preliminary data are promising in laryngeal carcinomas, although the 
resultss in hypo- and oropharyngeal tumors are comparable with conventional 
radiotherapyy results (4). 
Inn summary, studies on NAM and carbogen do not show a consistent increase in 
tumorr bloodflow in both rodent tumor models and in humans. This is in agreement 
withh the results of our study where no significant enhancement in mean tumor 
perfusionn and normal brain perfusion was seen. However, small increases in tumor 
perfusionn may not be detectable with neuro-SPECT imaging within this small 
groupp and several additional measurements are required to determine if changes in 
perfusionn of less than 10-20% occur. Alternatively, the effect of NAM on tumor 
perfusionn could be dependent on individual tumor characteristics and the four 
patientss who exhibited enhanced tumor perfusion greater than 20% could be 
positivee responders. This could explain the considerably smaller standard deviation 
off  mean results in the control group compared to the activated groups. However, 
sincee normal tissue was also hyperperfused in these 4 patients, the effects of the 
modulatorss were not selective. It would be interesting to correlate perfusion 
measurements,, with the clinical results of radiotherapy after NAM or carbogen 
administration.. This should preferable be done in tumor sites where hypoxia has 
shownn to play a role. 
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